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The Viterbi algorithm (VA) is important in digital decoding because it
greatly reduces the computational complexity of maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation of an M -state, length-n, hidden Markov chain from O(M n n) to O(M 2 n). In contrast,
the Bayesian forward-backward algorithm computes the exact posterior state probabilities for each symbol, providing measures of decoding uncertainty. However, it has a
greater complexity, at O(2M 2 n). In this paper, the Bayesian setting for digital decoding
is reviewed, and the variational Bayes (VB) algorithm is used to compute approximate
posterior state probabilities for the symbols. The resulting iterative algorithm is then
specialized to the MAP case, in analogy to VA. With appropriate initialization, this
novel VB-based decoding algorithm achieves decoding performance comparable to VA,
but with a much lower complexity, at O(M n).
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I Introduction

maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) of joint trajectory:

f (x) can be modeled as
a mixture of known components fl (x) ≡ f (x|l),
P
i.e. f (x) =
l pl fl (x), where pl is probability of
discrete label l pointing to one of M nite states
k = {1, . . . , M }. The problem is to estimate the
state k to which the observation x belongs, via the
posterior inference f (l|x) of label variable.
0
Given a batch of observations xn = [x1 , . . . , xn ] ,
the simplest case is independent labels li with
known prior probability pli , i = {1, . . . , n}. By
Any unknown distribution

Bayes' rule, the inference problem is feasible to
compute

f (li |xn , p) = f (li |xi , p) ∝ pli fli (xi ).
f (li |xi )

and smoothing

f (li |xn )

Ln
By replacing marginalization with maximization, VA can be computed much faster than individual label's inference method. Owing to that eciently recursive estimation, the application of VA
is vast [3], e.g.
decoder [5].

speech recognition [4] and Turbo

Nevertheless, the performance of a

joint trajectory estimate, which is generally dierent from a sequence of individual label's estimate,
has not been well-studied in literature.
In this paper, the dierence between those two

In rst-order Hidden Markov model (HMM),
both ltering

cn ≡ arg maxf (Ln |xn ).
L

sequences will be investigated.

Because the la-

dis-

bel's MAP estimate via time-consuming Forward

tributions of each label li are recursively tractable

and FB algorithm is not much practical, we will

via step-wise update of Forward and Forward-

use the Variational Bayes (VB) algorithm [6] to

Backward (FB) algorithm [1], respectively. Their

produce approximate VB-marginals

recursive marginalizations, however, are still slow
and become a serious problem in applications requiring a fast estimate method.
Hence

the

point-estimate

distribution.
computational

In order to eciently reduce the
load,

a

functionally

constrained

algorithm

VB (FCVB) will be adapted to produce two se-

(VA) [2] was designed to directly evaluate the true

quences of state's estimate, based on VB-ltering

1 This research was supported by Science Foundation Ire-

lbi = arg maxli fe(li |xi ) and VB-smoothing lbi =
arg maxli fe(li |xn ). We will show that the estima-

land, grant 08/RFP/MTH1710.

Viterbi

fe(li |xi ) and
fe(li |xn ) of ltering f (li |xi ) and smoothing f (li |xn )

f (x1 , l1 |p1 ) = f (x1 |l1 )f (l1 |p1 )
=

(4)

(l10 f x1 )M uli (p1 )

= M uli (exp(−Γ1 ))
Figure 1: Directed acyclic graph (DAG) for HMM

in which

Γ1 = − log(f x1 ◦ p1 ) is a positive M × 1
◦ is Hadamard prod-

sucient statistics vector and

uct. Then the joint distribution (1) can be reparameterized feasibly by the sum of sucient statistics:

Figure 2: Trellis diagram.

(j, k)

Λi (j, k)

of updated transition matrix

is the element

Λi

at time

i

n
X
f (xn , Ln |Λi , Γ1 ) = exp(−(
li0 Λi li−1 + l10 Γ1 ))

(5)

i=2
In literature, owing to the addictivity in (3, 5), a

tion in FCVB can be evaluated faster than VA,

term metric length is often assigned to the posi-

with a slightly better accuracy in simulation.

tive elements of matrix

II Hidden Markov Chain
Let us consider an

M

Λi

[2]. In a trellis diagram

(Fig. 2), a metric length is often considered as an
updated transition probability in (3), rather than

states HMM of known com-

ponents in Fig. 1. The HMM's transition matrix

T

p1 are also assumed known.
At each time point i = {1, . . . n}, we dene a la0
bel vector li ≡ [l1,i , . . . , lM,i ] ∈ {(1), . . . , (M )}
pointing to a state k = {1, . . . , M }, where (k) =
0
[δ (k − 1) , . . . , δ (k − M )] .
We also collect the labels into an M × n matrix
Ln = [l1 , . . . , ln ] and the whole observations into a
0
n
vector xn = [x1 , . . . , xn ] ∈ R , with xi = x[i] ∈ R
at discrete time pointi. Because the components
are known, we denote their value at time i as
fk (xi ) = f (xi |lk,i ) for each state k and collect them
0
into an M × 1 vector f x = [f1 (xi ), . . . , fM (xi )] .
i
and initial distribution

Then the joint distribution in Fig. 1 is:

its statistic role of EF in (2).
a)

Viterbi algorithm (VA)

The

purpose

the

MAP

By

Bayes'

of

VA

estimate
rule,

be dened as

is

to

of

the

compute

joint

MAP

state
of

eciently
trajectory.

trajectory

can

b n ≡ arg maxf (Ln |xn , T, p1 ) =
L
Ln

arg maxf (xn , Ln |T, p1 ).

Notice that, because the

Ln
joint distribution (5) has a domain of
tories at time

bn
L

n,

Mn

trajec-

a direct computation of the MAP

becomes impractical. Hence the VA was pro-

posed to evaluate
that only

M

b n in a recursive procedure, such
L

potentially maximal trajectories are

kept at each time.

f (xn , Ln |T, p1 ) = f (xn |Ln )f (Ln |T, p1 )
(1)
n
Y
f (xi , li |li−1 , T)f (x1 , l1 |p1 )
=
i=2

The maximization of (1) can be expanded in the
time-update and data-update context, as follows:

max f (xn , Ln |T, p1 ) = max f (xn |ln ) max f (xn−1 , Ln |T, p1 )
Ln

ln

∝ max fp (ln |xn )

where each transition probability is assigned by

tj,k of the left stochastic matrix T, i.e.
PM
f (lj,i |lk,i−1 , T) = tj,k , j=1 tj,k = 1. Hence the

Ln−1

(6)

ln

an element

in which we dened

n

prole distributions

fp

as:

observation model at each time belongs to Exponential Family (EF), as follows:

f (xi , li |li−1 , T) = f (xi |li )f (li |li−1 , T)
=

exp(−li0 Λi li−1 ),

where the sucient statistics
into

M ×M

(2)

i = 2, . . . , n

Λi (xi )

(7)

fp (li |xi ) ∝ max f (xi , Li |T, p1 ), i = 2, . . . , n

(8)

Li−1

are collected

matrices of positive elements:

Λi = −(log(f xi 11×M ) + log T)

fp (l1 |x1 ) ≡ f (l1 |x1 , p1 ) ∝ f (x1 , l1 |p1 )

(3)

Because of conjugacy, expanding (8) yields a chain
rule of maximization:

fp (li |xi ) ∝ f (xi |li ) max f (li |li−1 , T)fp (li−1 |xi−1 )
li−1

∝
The conjugate prior for (2) is a Multinomial distribution

f (l1 |p1 ) = M uli (p1 ).

Then we have:

(li0 f xi ) max M uli (Tli−1 )M uli−1 (exp(−Γi−1 ))
li−1

= M uli (exp(−Γi )), i = 2, . . . , n

(9)

in which

Γi

are shaping parameters. From (4, 7,

9), we have:

b)

Bayesian inference of label

In comparison with trajectory MAP of VA, we
will evaluate the sequence of each label's esti-

Γ1 = − log(f xi ◦ p1 )

(10)

mate
the

Γi = min(Λi li−1 + Γi−1 )

(11)

li−1

lbi , i = 1, . . . , n.

mode

of

either

The estimate can be

ltering

distribution

arg maxli f (li |xi , T, p1 ) or smoothing
lbi ≡ arg maxli f (li |xn , T, p1 ).

lbi ≡

distribution

Owing to the conjugacy in (5), the posterior in-

By recursive maximization in (9), the VA reduces

ference of each label is completely tractable, i.e.

M2

f (li |xn , T, p1 ) ∝

trajectories down to

trajectories.

M

potentially maximal

Moreover, because of minimization

and summation in (11), each one of
ements of

M

those

Γi

M

positive el-

is often called a length of one of

survivor trajectories in literature [2],

P

f (xn , Ln |T, p1 ) where L/i
li in Ln . A direct marginal-

L/i

is the complement of

ization of (5) would, however, yield an exponential
expansion of computational complexity
for all

n

O(M n n)

label's smoothing distributions.

For ef-

rather than its role of updated shaping parame-

cient computation, the label's inference will be

fp (li |xi ) at each time.
b n can be evalL

evaluated recursively. The smoothing observation

ters for prole distribution

From (6, 9), the MAP trajectory

uated via a fast backward recursion. The last label's estimate is found rst:

lbn = arg maxfp (ln |xn ) = (kc
n)

(12)

ln

f (xn , l1 |T, p1 ) = f (x2:n |l1 , T)f (x1 |l1 )f (l1 |p1 )
f (xn , li |T, p1 ) =f (xi+1:n |li , T)f (xi |li )f (li |xi−1 , T, p1 )
f (xn , ln |T, p1 ) = f (xn |ln )f (ln |xn−1 , T, p1 )
with i = 2, . . . , n − 1. Owing to the conjugacy,
we can derive feasibly two distinguished recursions,
one for forward ltering:

kc
n = arg min(Γk,n ).

where

model can be factorized as follows:

Afterward, the pre-

k
vious labels leading to

lbn

will be traced back, as

f (l1 |x1 , p1 ) ∝ f (x1 , l1 |p1 ) = M ul1 (α1 )

(14)

following:

ld
i−1 (li ) = arg max f (li |li−1 , T)fp (li−1 |xi−1 )
li−1

with

(13)

f (li |xi , T, p1 ) ∝ f (xi |li )

i = n, . . . , 2.

[7] for decoding problem, was rstly formalized in
trellis diagram of HMM in [2].

= M uli (αi ), i = 2, . . . , n

(15)

and one for backward observation:

Because at time

k = 1 is often assigned to
p1 = (1), the VA is often

an initial state

trellis diagram, i.e.

f (li |li−1 , T)f (li−1 |xi−1 , T, p1 )

li−1

The above VA, originally proposed by Viterbi

i = 1,

X

f (xi+1:n |li , T) =

= βi0 li , i = n − 1, . . . , 1

[5], instead of MAP estimate.
entirely based on the last observation

xn ,

the VA

is, therefore, an oine (batch-based) algorithm.

f (xi+1:n |li+1 , T)(li+1 |li , T)

li+1

considered as Maximum Likelihood estimate, e.g.
Notice that, the MAP trajectory may change

X

Given the initialization

1M ×1 ,

α1 ∝ f x1 ◦ p1

(16)
and

βn =

the parameter's updates are:

Viterbi algorithm (the same convention as [2])
Storage: n − 1 vectors τi , τk,i = {1, . . . , M }.

αi ∝ exp(−Λi )αi−1 , i = {2, . . . , n}

(17)

Γi :

βi−1 ∝ exp(−Λ0i )βi , i = {n, . . . , 2}

(18)

one vector of shaping parameters at time

i.

Initialization: initialize (10)
Recursion: For i = 2, . . . , n:
evaluate (11), then from (13), evaluate:

τj,i = arg mink (Λi (j, k) + Γk,i−1 )
Λi (j, k) is the element at j th row and k th
column of matrix Λi (Fig. 2)
where

Termination: Evaluate (12)

kd
i−1 = τkbi ,i , i =
cn =
trajectory as: L

then trace the previous states:

n, . . . , 2. Report the MAP of
[(kb1 ), . . . , (kc
n )].
Complexity: O(M 2 n) of computations and
O(M n) of memory, owing to minimization on
M × M matrices in (11) and backtracking (13).

Substituting the results of forward and backward

f (xn , li |T, p1 ), we have:
f (li |xn , T, p1 ) = M uli (αi ◦ βi ), i = 1, . . . , n

recursions (14-16) to

The above forward ltering is called Forward algorithm, which recursively evaluates the ltering

f (li |xi , T, p1 ) and their mode lbi =
0
arg maxli (li αi ).
For smoothing distribution f (li |xn , T, p1 ), the

distributions

Forward-Backward (FB) algorithm, proposed by
Baum et al.

[1], consists of both forward l-

tering

and

backward

MAP

estimate

can

arg maxli (li0 (αi ◦ βi )).

observation
be

steps.

evaluated

by

The

lbi

=

Because of marginalization for

M ×M

matrices

which yield a local MAP estimate of original dis-

in (17, 18), the Forward and FB algorithm need

tribution

O(M 2 n), O(2M 2 n) of computations
O(2M n) of memory, respectively.

c)

and

O(M n),

III Variational Bayesian approximation
a)

Iterative VB (IVB) algorithm

Given

a

multivariate

posterior

distri-

f (Θ|x) and a binary partition
Θ = [θi , Θ/i ], where Θ/i is complement of
θi in Θ. The VB approximation is to seek
f˜(Θ|x) in independent distribution class Fc :
f˘(Θ|x) = f˘(θi |x)f˘(Θ/i |x) for which the KullbackLeibler
divergence
KLD(f˜(Θ|x)||f (Θ|x)) =
˜
Ef˜(Θ|x) log(f (Θ|x)/f (Θ|x)) is minimized. Given
[0]
an arbitrarily initialized distribution fe (Θ/i |x),
bution

the IVB algorithm [6] was proposed to update

f˜[ν] (θi |x) in iterative cycles
converged, i.e. for ν = 1, 2 . . . , :
fe[ν] (θi |x) ∝ exp(Efe[ν−1] (Θ/i |x) log f (Θ|x))
fe[ν] (Θ/i |x) ∝ exp(E e[ν]
log f (Θ|x))
VB-marginals

jected

into

fe[ν−1] (Θ/i |x), fe[ν] (θi |x)

their

tractably

[ν−1]
[ν]
feδ
(Θ/i |x), feδ (θi |x),

Qnn variables
˘
FC : f˘(Ln |xn ) =
i=1 f (li |xn ).
The smoothing VB-marginals fe(li |xn ) is projected
into their certainty equivalence space: feδ (li |xn ) =
δ(li − lbi ), where lbi = arg maxli fe(li |xn ) and δ(·)
is discrete Dirac-δ function. The smoothing VBLet us dene an independent class of

for label eld

marginals in FCVB can be evaluated feasibly:

fe(li |xn ) ∝ exp(Efeδ (L/i |xn ) log f (xn , Ln |T, p1 ))
∝ f (xn , li |Lc
/i , T, p1 )

L/i is complement of li in Ln and
Q
Q
e
b
feδ (L/i |xn ) =
j6=i fδ (lj |xn ) =
j6=i δ(lj − lj ),
j = {1, . . . , n}. Similar to smoothing's factorizan

updates:

[ν−1]
fe[ν] (l1 |xn ) ∝ f (x2 , lb2
|l1 , T)f (x1 |l1 )f (l1 |p1 )
[ν]

are pro-

constrained

= M ul1 (κ1 )

class

(24)

respectively, before they

we have another approximation called FCVB ap-

fe[ν] (li |xn ) ∝f (xi+1 , ld
i+1

The well-known Expectation-

fe[ν] (θi |x)

[ν−1]

|li , T)

× f (xi |li )f (li |ld
i−1

Maximization (EM) algorithm is a special case
of FCVB, where

(23)

where

consists of

are applied to expectation steps in IVB cycle,
proximation [6].

Traditional FCVB for HMM

tion in FB algorithm, each FCVB cycle (19, 20)

Functionally constrained VB (FVCB)

If VB-marginals

at the convergence.

(θi |x)

f

b)

until

f (Θ|x)

[ν]
=M uli (κi ),

is projected to its

[ν]

(25)

, xi−1 , T, p1 )

i = 2, . . . , n − 1

certainty equivalence space via Dirac-δ function

[ν]
feδ (θi |x) = δ(θi − θbi ) , with θbi = arg maxθi fe(θi |x)
[ν−1]
and fe
(Θ/i |x) is kept unchanged.

fe[ν] (ln |xn ) ∝ f (xn , ln |ld
n−1

Similarly, an adaptation of FCVB will be pro-

=

posed for state's estimate in HMM such that

fe[ν−1] (Θ/i |x), fe[ν] (θi |x) will be
projected into the space of their modes δ(Θ/i −
[ν−1]
[ν]
d
Θ
), δ(θi − θbi ), respectively. Via sifting
/i
property of δ(·), the VB-marginals can be updated
both VB-marginals

feasibly, as follows:

[ν]

, xn−1 , T)

M uln (κ[ν]
n )

(26)

[ν]
lbi
=
0 [ν]
arg maxli (li κi ), i

arg maxli fe[ν] (li |xn )
=
= 1, . . . , n.
Similar to
[ν]
(21, 22), the shaping parameters κi
of M × 1
dimension are updated via n maximization steps:
where

[ν]

[ν−1]
d
fe[ν] (θi |x) ∝ f (θi |Θ
, x)
/i

(19)

κ1 ∝ (t0k[ν−1] ,: ) ◦ f x1 ◦ p1

(27)

2

[ν]

[ν]

k1 = arg max(κk,1 )

(28)

k

[ν]
fe[ν] (Θ/i |x) ∝ f (Θ/i |θbi , x)

(20)

[ν]

Hence, we only need two eciently iterative
maximization steps in each IVB cycle:

κi ∝ (t0k[ν−1] ,: ) ◦ f xi ◦ (t:,k[ν] )
[ν]

[ν]

ki = arg max(κk,i ), i = 2, . . . n − 1.

(30)

κ[ν]
n ∝ f xn ◦ (t:,k[ν] )

(31)

k

θc
/i

[ν]

d
= arg max f (θi |Θ
/i

[ν−1]

θ/i

, x)

(29)

i−1

i+1

(21)
n−1

d
Θ
/i

[ν]

= arg max f (Θ/i |θbi
Θ/i

[ν]

, x)

(22)

[ν]

kn[ν] = arg max(κk,n ),
k

(32)

where

◦

is Hadamard product,

row, column of

T,

VB-moments, i.e.

[ν]

(ki )

tk,:

respectively.

,

t:,k

are

k th

Notice that the

[ν]
lbi
=

certainty equivalence

in this case, are updated via propagation

of smoothing's certainty equivalence in previous
IVB cycle ld
i+1

[ν−1]

and ltering's certainty equiv-

[ν]

alence in current IVB cycle ld
i−1
[ν ]
verged VB-marginal fe c (li |xn )

. Hence the con-

ν = νc

at

will be-

come an approximation of smoothing distribution

f (li |xn , T, p1 ). This traditional FCVB algorithm
”F CV B 1” in this paper.

will be called

FCVB 1 algorithm
Storage: n scalars of state's value

At convergence

label's VB-smoothing estimate is

ν = νc , the
[ν ]
b
li = (ki c ),

i = 1, . . . , n
Complexity: Because of maximization on

M×

[ν]

1 vector κi , we need O(νM n) of computation for
ν IVB cycles and a small amount O(n) of memory.
d)

Filtering initialization for FCVB

[1]

[1]

ki = arg max(κk,i ), i = 2, . . . n.

In an HMM model, the sequence

f (li |li−1 , T).
[0]
e
fδ (li |xn ) , i =

vious label via transition matrix, i.e.

2, . . . , n,

of

”F CV B 1”

probably yields an unreal-

istic smoothing VB-moments

[0]

f (xi+1 , ld
i+1 |li , T)

in (24-26).

fe[1] (li |xi ) (33, 34) of ltering distribution
f (li |xi , T, p1 ) will be fed to FCVB algorithm (2426) of ”F CV B 1”. Hence this objective initialimate

ization is expected to yield a better FCVB approximation. This scheme of FCVB will be called
in this paper.

FCVB 2 algorithm
Storage: The same as ”F CV B 1”.
Initialization: For ν = 1, evaluate (35-38)
Recursion: For ν = 2, . . . : same as ”F CV B
Termination:
Report

[1]
(ki ),

label's

VB-ltering

i = 1, . . . , n

lbi

estimate:

=

after rst cycle.

Report label's VB-smoothing estimate:

[ν ]
(ki c ),

1”

i = 1, . . . , n

lbi =

at convergence.

”F CV B 1”.

IV Simulation
We set up an HMM model of
nents

Nxi (−d, 1), Nxi (0, 1)

3

and

Gaussian compo-

Nxi (d, 1),

where

d

is the distance between their mean's value. The elements tj,k of

3×3 transition matrix T were generUtj,k (0, 1), then the
were marginalized. We chose n = 256,
1
with p1 =
3 13×1 . For Forward and FB

ated by uniform distributions
columns
together

algorithm, we reported the sequences of MAP of

A reasonable solution is to eliminate those initialized smoothing VB-moments.
steps of

scheme.

From the second IVB cycle onward, the approx-

proximation is to design a proper initialization

Hence, an arbitrary initialization

”F CV B 1”

with the same conventions in

Complexity: The same as

of label is conditionally generated from the pre-

(38)

k

One way of increasing the quality of FCVB ap-

[0]
feδ (Ln |xn ).

(37)

i−1

”F CV B 2”

ki
[0]
Initialization: initialize all ki ∈ {1, . . . , M }
Recursion: For ν = 1, . . . , evaluate (27-32)
Termination:

[1]

κi = f xi ◦ (t:,k[1] )

”F CV B 1” algorithm
ν = 1, will become

IVB cycle

By this way,

n

f (li |xi , T, p1 ) and smoothf (li |xn , T, p1 ), respectively. For

ltering distributions
ing distribution

(24-26), in the rst

FCVB approximation, we set up the initialization

an FCVB approxi-

ki = 1, i = 2, . . . , n for  F CV B 1 . The initialization for ”F CV B 2” was chosen automatically

mation for ltering distribution

f (li |xi , T, p1 ),

as

following:

[0]

in the rst IVB cycle.
The sequence of label's estimate from each al-

[1]
fe[1] (l1 |x1 ) ∝ f (x1 , l1 |p1 ) = M ul1 (κ1 )

(33)

gorithm was compared with true generated label sequence, in which the error rate's criterion
is Hamming distance.

fe[1] (li |xi ) ∝ exp(Efe[1] (L1:i−1 |xi ) log f (xi , Li |T, p1 ))
δ

[1]

∝ f (xi |li )f (li |ld
i−1 , xi−1 , T, p1 )

(34)

[1]

Qi−1 [1]
[1]
feδ (L1:i−1 |xi ) = j=1 feδ (lj |xj )

in previous steps.

runs of Monte Carlo

was also implemented. The smaller is

d,

the closer

are Gaussian components. Hence, informally, the
signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio is decreased in that
case. The simulation's results are shown in Fig.3.

νc , given
d, were 3.5
”F CV B 2”, respec-

The mean value of converged IVB cycle

= M uli (κi ), i = 2, . . . , n − 1
where

104

all of Monte Carlo runs for all cases of
are found

The updated VB shaping pa-

and

3.4

for

”F CV B 1”

and

tively.
The best performance was Forward algorithm of

rameters are:

ltering distribution, while the FB algorithm of
smoothing distribution was the second best. The

[1]

κ1 = f x1 ◦ p1
[1]
k1

=

[1]
arg max(κk,1 )
k

(35)
(36)

 F CV

B 1

with unsuitable initialization yielded

the worst result.

In  F CV

B 2

scheme, the es-

timate from approximate smoothing distribution
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In this paper, the industry-standard Viterbi (VA)
and forward-backward (FB) algorithms for digi-

9

tal decoding have been reinterpreted in a Bayesian

8

context.
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Although the inference of the hidden

Markov chain is tractable under both algorithms
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

d

0.8

d

1

(state estimates (VA) and state probabilities (FB),
respectively), we proposed the variational Bayes

Figure 3: Expectation (left) and standard devia-

(VB) algorithm as a means of reducing the com-

tion (right) of normalized Hamming distance (%)

putational load of these algorithms. Its specializa-

versus mean distance between observations

tion, as FCVB, yielded a novel computational ow
for sequential state estimation.

The new FCVB

algorithm provided approximate symbol probabil(24-26) seems to be worse than the one from ap-

ities (soft information) at a computational cost far

proximate ltering distribution (33, 34).

Hence

lower than FB. In terms of the comparative per-

can achieve an estimate's accuracy

formance of VA and the new FCVB algorithm for

comparable with VA right after the rst IVB cy-

MAP-based symbol decoding, FCVB yielded com-

O(M n)
O(M n) and

mensurate performance but with far lower compu-

”F CV B 2”

cle, with a low complexity of computation
and memory

O(M n)

O(n),

compared with

of VA, respectively.

3.5

νc of
M = 3, the

O(νc M n)
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